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A general approach for treating the spatially extended stochastic systems with the nonlinear damping and
correlations between additive and multiplicative noises is developed. Within the modified cumulant expansion
method, we derive an effective Fokker-Planck equation with stationary solutions that describe the character of
the ordered state. We find that the fluctuation cross-correlations lead to a symmetry breaking of the distribution
function even in the case of zero-dimensional system. In a general case, continuous, discontinuous and reen-
trant noise induced phase transitions take place. It appears that the cross-correlations play the role of bias field
which can induce a chain of phase transitions of different nature. Within the mean field approach, we give an
intuitive explanation of the system behavior by an effective potential of the thermodynamic type. This potential
is written in the form of an expansion with coefficients defined by the temperature, intensity of spatial
coupling, autocorrelation and cross-correlation times and intensities of both additive and multiplicative noises.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The constructive role of the fluctuations of environment,
usually called noises, is of considerable interest in studying
the stochastic processes. An incomplete list of such processes
includes noise induced unimodal-bimodal transitionsf1g, sto-
chastic resonancef2g, noise-induced spatial patterns and
phase transitionsf3g, etc. In a general case, considering the
stochastic dynamics, one should deal with a problem of tak-
ing into account the correlations between random sources.
Several special methods have been developed in this direc-
tion. Most popular of them are as follows:sid the cumulant
expansion methodf4,5g; sii d the spectral width expansion
methodf1,6g; siii d the unified colored noise approximation
where evolution equations for both a stochastic variable and
a random force are combined within a unique equation of
motion f7–10g.

The wide spectra of works are aimed to explore an effect
of correlations of the fluctuations in extended systemsssee
Ref. f3g, and references thereind. It appears that when the
system is nonlinear, the spatial coupling and noise correla-
tions force the system to exhibit a special behavior known as
reentrant phase transitionf11g. Moreover, such a reentrance
can be observed even in the limit of weakly correlated noise:
if the noise self-correlation time ist→0, the system under-
goes a single reentrant phase transitionf12g. In the opposite
limit of the strong correlated noisest→`d a chain of reen-
trant phase transitions can be realizedf8g.

A quite peculiar picture is observed in the case of the
presence of several noises with cross-correlations which
leads to the remarkable and counterintuitive phenomena re-
lated to a transformation of phase transition type. In such a
case, the stochastic system undergoes a chain of phase tran-
sitions with the appearance of a metastable phase, whereas
the bare potential does not assume the existence of such a
phasef13g. Unfortunately, nowadays we have a scanty col-

lection of works devoted to this phenomenon. Perhaps it can
be explained by problems in both the natural and computer
experiments realization for extended systems, on the one
hand, and by the lack of the theoretical tools and methods to
perform the corresponding calculations, on the other hand.

The above pointed phenomena force to reconsider the the-
oretical approaches describing the noise induced phase tran-
sitions in extended systems developed before. The works
concerning such a problem consider specific models and
there is no general description of a transformation picture of
phase transition. Therefore, the problem of the fluctuation
which induces rearrangement of the system behavior is an
open question that should be clarified.

In this paper, we consider the general situation of present-
ing the cross-correlation contribution of two noises within
the picture of phase transitions. We explore an extended sto-
chastic system which obeys the archetypal model of Brown-
ian particle. The adequate scheme to specify the statistical
properties of the system with nonlinear kinetic coefficient is
introduced in the overdamped limit. Within a simplest model
with nonlinear damping, drift caused by Landau-like poten-
tial and two coloredsmultiplicative and additived noises, we
show how the system can undergo noise induced phase tran-
sitions. We find that the phase transitions of both continuous
and discontinuous character are realized as biased phase tran-
sitions. Analysis of phase and bifurcation diagrams shows
that the cross-correlations lead to metastable states inherent
in first order phase transitions.

The paper is organized in the following manner. Section II
is devoted to the development of the analytical approach to
study noise induced phase transitions on the basis of kinetic
equation for the probability density function and cumulant
expansion method.

In Sec. III, we apply the derived formalism to the noise
induced phase transitions in the simplest case of the
Ginzburg-Landau model with both multiplicative and addi-
tive noises and kinetic coefficient which depends on the sto-
chastic variable. On the basis of the obtained drift and diffu-
sion coefficients we build a multiplicative stochastic process.
The related probability distribution function combined with a*Electronic address: alex@ufn.ru
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self-consistency condition allow us to investigate the corre-
sponding phase diagram and stationary behavior of the order
parametersSec. IVd. The discussion in Sec. V is based on the
representation of the effective stochastic process within the
framework of the mean field approach. Such a consideration
allows us to study the noise induced phase transitions by
analogy with the standard Landau scheme. It appears that the
noise cross-correlations and a spatially dependent damping
coefficient lead to the transformation of the continuous phase
transition into a discontinuous one. Finally, the main results
and perspectives of the work are collected in the conclusion
sSec. VId.

II. MAIN RELATIONS

Consider a Brownian particle under influence of an effec-
tive potentialFfxsr dg and a damping characterized by the
viscosity coefficientgsxd. The generalized equations for the
time evolution of thed-dimensional scalar fieldx and the
conjugate momentump read

mẋ= p, s1d

ṗ +
gsxd
m

p = −
dF

dxsr ,td
+ gmsxdzmsr ,td s2d

wherem is the effective particle mass, an overdot stands for
the derivative with respect to the timet , r is the space coor-
dinate; the effective potential is reduced to the Ginzburg-
Landau formf14g

F =E FV0sxd +
D

4d
u = xu2Gdr s3d

with V0sxd andD.0 being a specific thermodynamic poten-
tial and an inhomogeneity constant¹;] /]r . The last term
in Eq. s2d, where indexm numerates different noises to be
summarized in accordance with the Einstein rule, represents
Langevin forces which act with amplitudesgmsxd and sto-
chastically alternating functionszm. Neglecting a space cor-
relations, we focus on time correlations between forceszm,
i.e.,

kzmsr ,tdznsr 8,t8dl = dsr − r 8dCmnst − t8d. s4d

Inserting Eq.s2d into the result of differentiation of Eq.s1d
over time, we represent the evolution equation for the quan-
tity x in the form

mẍ+ gsxdẋ = fsxd +
D

2d
Dx + gmsxdzm, s5d

where fsxd=−dV0/dx is a deterministic force.
To study statistical properties of the system one needs to

find the probability density functionP=Psp,x,td of the sys-
tem states distribution in the phase spacehx,pj. To this end,
we represent the system on the regulard-dimensional lattice
with mesh size , where gi =gsxid , f i = fsxid , gmi =gmsxid.
Then, the differential equation with partial derivativess5d is
reduced to the usual differential equation

mẍi + giẋi = f i +
D

2d,2o
j

D̂i jxj + gmizmi s6d

due to representation of the Laplacian operator on a grid as
follows:

D → 1

,2Di ,

Di ; o
j

D̂i j = o
j

sdNNsid,j − 2ddi jd, s7d

whereNNsid denotes a set of the nearest neighbors of the site
i, whose number 2d is fixed by the lattice dimensiond.

By definition, the probability density function is given by
the averaging of the density functionrsxi ,pi ,td of the micro-
scopic states distribution in the phase space over noises:

Psxi,pi,td = krsxi,pi,tdl. s8d

To construct an equation for the macroscopic density func-
tion P=Psxi ,pi ,td we exploit the conventional device to pro-
ceed from the continuity equation to the microscopic oner
=rsxi ,pi ,td:

]r

]t
+ F ]

]xi
sẋird +

]

]pi
sṗirdG = 0. s9d

Inserting the time derivative of the momentumṗ=mẍ from
Eq. s6d into Eq. s9d, we obtain

]r

]t
= sL̂ + N̂mzmdr, s10d

where the operatorsL̂ andN̂m are defined as follows:

L̂ ; −
pi

m

]

]xi
−

]

]pi
S f i +

D

2d,2o
j

D̂i jxj −
gi

m
piD , s11d

N̂m ; − gmi
]

]pi
. s12d

Within the interaction representation, the microstate density
function reads

` = e−L̂tr s13d

to reduce Eq.s10d to the form

]`

]t
= o

m

R̂m`, s14d

R̂m = R̂msxi,pi,td ; zmse−L̂tN̂meL̂td. s15d

The well-known cumulant expansion methodf4g serves as a
standard and effective device to solve such a type of stochas-

tic equation. Neglecting terms of the orderOsR̂m
3d, we get

the kinetic equation in the form
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]

]t
k`lstd = Fo

mn
E

0

t

kR̂mstdR̂nst8dldt8Gk`lstd. s16d

Within the original representation, the equation for the prob-
ability densitys8d reads

]

]t
Pstd =HL̂ +E

0

t

CmnstdfN̂mseL̂tN̂ne
−L̂tdgdtJPstd.

s17d

If the physical time is much larger than a correlation scale
st@tmd, we can replace the upper limit of the integration by
t=`. Then, expanding exponents, we obtain for the pertur-
bation expansion

]P

]t
= sL̂ + ĈdP, s18d

where collision operator

Ĉ ; o
n=0

`

Ĉsnd, Ĉsnd ; Mmn
sndsN̂mL̂n

sndd s19d

is determined through the commutators

L̂n
sn+1d = fL̂,L̂n

sndg, L̂n
s0d ; N̂n s20d

and moments of the correlation function

Mmn
snd =

1

n!
E

0

`

tnCmnstddt. s21d

To perform the following calculations we shall restrict
ourselves to considering overdamped systems where the
variation scalests, , , xs, vs, gs, fs, Ds, andgs of the timet,
the coordinater , the quantityx, the velocityv;p/m, the
damping coefficientgsxd, the force fsxd, the coupling con-
stantD, and the noise amplitudesgmsxd, respectively, obey
the following conditions:

vsts
xs

; e−1 @ 1,
gsts
m

; e−2 @ 1,

fsts
vsm

=
gsts
vsm

; e−1 @ 1,
Dsxsts
mvs,

2 = e−1 @ 1. s22d

These conditions means a hierarchy of the damping and the
deterministic/stochastic forces are characterized by relations

fs

gsvs
=

gs

gsvs
; e ! 1,

Dsxs

gsvs,
2 ; e ! 1. s23d

As a result, the dimensionless system of equationss1d and
s2d takes on the discretized form

]xi

]t
= e−1vi ,

]vi

]t
= − e−2givi + e−1F f i +

D

2d
o

j

D̂i jxj + gmizmistdG .

s24d

Respectively, the Fokker-Planck equations18d reads

S ]

]t
− L̂DP = e−2ĈP, s25d

where the operator

L̂ ; e−1L̂1 + e−2L̂2 s26d

has the components

L̂1 ; − vi
]

]xi
− S f i +

D

2d
o

j

D̂i jxjD ]

]vi
,

L̂2 ; gi
]

]vi
vi . s27d

The collision operator is defined by expressions such as Eqs.
s19d–s21d:

e−2Ĉ = o
n=0

`

Ĉsnd, Ĉsnd = Mmn
sndsN̂mL̂n

sndd,

L̂n
s0d = e−2N̂n, N̂m ; − gmi

]

]vi
. s28d

After suppressing the factore−2, the collision operator writ-
ten with accuracy up to the first order ine!1 takes on the
explicit form

Ĉ = sMmn
s0d − giMmn

s1ddgmigni
]2

]vi
2 + eMmn

s1dgmigni

3F ]2

]xi ] vi
−

1

gni
S ]gni

]xi
DS ]

]vi
+ vi

]2

]vi
2DG

+ Ose2d. s29d

To obtain the usual probability functionPsxi ,td we con-
sider velocity moments of the initial distribution function
Psxi ,vi ,td in the standard formf6g

Pnsxi,td ; E vi
nPsxi,vi,tddvi , s30d

where integration over all sethvij is performed. Then, mul-
tiplying the Fokker-Planck equations25d by the factorvn and
integrating over velocities, one obtains the following recur-
rent relations:

e2
]Pn

]t
+ ngiPn + eF ]Pn+1

]xi
− nS f i +

D

2d
o

j

D̂i jxjDPn−1G
= nsn − 1dsMmn

s0d − giMmn
s1ddgmigniPn−2 − enMmn

s1d

3Fgmigni

]Pn−1

]xi
+ ngmiS ]gni

]xi
DPn−1G + Ose2d. s31d
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At n=0, we obtain the equation for the distribution func-
tion P;P0sxi ,td:

]P
]t

= − e−1
]P1

]xi
. s32d

The expression for the first momentP1 follows from Eq.s31d
wheren=1 and only terms of the first order ine are kept:

P1 =
e

gi
HS f i +

D

2d
o

j

D̂i jxjDP −
]P2

]xi
− Mmn

s1d

3Fgmigni

]P
]xi

+ gmiS ]gni

]xi
DPGJ . s33d

The second momentP2 can be obtained if one putsn=2 in
Eq. s31d and takes into account only terms of zeroth order
over the parametere!1:

P2 = SMmn
s0d

gi
− Mmn

s1dDgmigniP. s34d

Inserting Eq.s34d into Eq. s33d and the result into Eq.s32d
we obtain the Fokker-Planck equation in the Kramers-Moyal
form

]P
]t

= −
]

]xi
sD1Pd +

]2

]xi
2sD2Pd, s35d

where effective drift and diffusion coefficients are as fol-
lows:

D1 =
1

gi
HS f i +

D

2d
o

j

D̂i jxjD + FMmn
s0dgmigni

]gi
−1

]xi

+ Mmn
s1dgmiS ]gni

]xi
DGJ , s36d

D2 =
Mmn

s0d

gi
2 gmigni . s37d

To proceed, one needs to pass from the grid representation
to a continuous one. Doing so, we use the mean-field ap-
proximation to replace the second term of effective interac-
tion force in Eq.s36d:

o
j

D̂i jxj ; S o
NNsid

xNNsid − 2dxiD → 2dsh − xd, s38d

where NNsid are nearest neighbors of the sitei, an order
parameterh;kxl is defined through the self-consistency
equation

h =E
−`

`

xPhsxddx, s39d

andPhsxd is a solution of the Fokker-Planck equations35d.
Under stationary condition, the relevant distribution function
has the form

Phsxd =
Zh

−1

D2sxd
expSE

−`

x D1sx8,hd
D2sx8d

dx8D , s40d

where the partition function

Zh =E
−`

` dx

D2sxd
expSE

−`

x D1sx8,hd
D2sx8d

dx8D s41d

takes care of the normalization condition. Equations39d has
solutions within the domain bounded by the Newton-
Raphson condition

UE
−`

`

x
]

]h
PhsxdU

h=0

dx= 1 s42d

obtained by differentiating Eq.s39d over the order parameter
h.

III. MODEL OF CORRELATION BETWEEN ADDITIVE
AND MULTIPLICATIVE NOISES

To apply the general results obtained in Sec. II we con-
sider in detail the simplest model of correlated additive and
multiplicative noises with amplitudes

gasxd = 1, gmsxd = sgnsxduxua, s43d

where the exponent isaP f0,1g and the sign function is in-
troduced to take into account the direction of the Langevin
force. We will focus on the prototype system concerning the
Ginzburg-Landau model with the potential

V0sxd = −
«

2
x2 +

1

4
x4, s44d

where« is a parameter corresponding to dimensionless tem-
perature counted off a critical value in negative direction. In
correspondence with the line of considerationf15g, we take
up the viscosity coefficient in the form

gsxd = ux2 − 1u−a, s45d

where the positive indexa stands to measure the damping
singularity near the bare statex=1.

Next, we suppose the noises to be Gaussian distributed
with zero mean, white in space and colored in time according
to the correlation matrix

Ĉstd =1
sa

2

ta
e−utu/ta

sasm

tc
e−utu/tc

smsa

tc
e−utu/tc

sm
2

tm
e−utu/tm 2 , s46d

wheresa andsm are amplitudes of additive and multiplica-
tive noises, respectively,ta and tm are corresponding auto-
correlation times,tc is a time of the cross-correlation be-
tween noises. Momentss21d of both zero and first orders of
correlation matrixs46d are as follows:

M̂ s0d = S sa
2 sasm

smsa sm
2 D ,
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M̂ s1d = S tasa
2 tcssasmd

tcssmsad tmsm
2 D . s47d

Then, the expressionss36d and s37d for effective drift and
diffusion coefficients take the form

D1 = ux2 − 1uahfDsh − xd + xs« − x2dg + asmuxua−1

3fsatc + smtmsgnsxduxuagj

+ 2axsx2 − 1d2a−1fsa + smsgnsxduxuag2, s48d

D2 = sx2 − 1d2afsa + smsgnsxduxuag2. s49d

It is worthwhile to notice atgsxd=constsa=0d the additive
noise can not give a contribution to the drift coefficients48d
related to the first of momentss47d.

IV. NOISE CORRELATION INDUCED TRANSITIONS

We start the consideration of the influence of noise cross-
correlations on the system behavior from the self-consistency
equations39d where the stationary distributions40d is given
through the drift and diffusion coefficientss48d ands49d. It is
well known in the theory of phase transitions that the sym-
metry breaking causes the ordered state corresponding to the
solution hÞ0, while the disordered phase is related toh
=0. In the absence of the multiplicative noise, the symmetry
of the stochastic distribution can be broken only by the in-
teraction forces38d which plays the role of a conjugate field
related to the order parameterh. The principal feature of
far-off-equilibrium systems with colored noise is that the
symmetry can be restored due to the combined effect of both
the multiplicative noise and the system nonlinearityf8,12g.
Therefore, a reentrant phase transition in such systems takes
place. We aim to demonstrate that the picture of the phase
transition can be crucially changed by means of noise cross-
correlations.

First, we consider the solution of Eq.s39d at different
values of the noise cross-correlation scaletc. As it is shown
in Fig. 1, in the absence of both noisesssa=sm=0d and
couplingsD=0d the system behaves in an usual manner, as in
a square-root lawsdashed curve with both vertical derivative
in the point of origin and symmetry with respect to the«
axisd. Such a behavior means the appearance of the maxima
of the distributions40d at the points ±Î« which can be inter-
preted as standard noise induced second order transition with
mean valueh=0 f16g. The situation is changed principally if
we switch on the noises and coupling. First, the above sym-
metry is broken and only the negative value of the order
parameter in the limit of small cross-correlations survives
scurve 1d. Combined effect of correlated noises, system non-
linearity and spatial coupling leads to the change of the order
parameter sign at small valuesh. Indeed, as can be seen from
the curves 2, 3, an increase in the cross-correlation timetc
shifts negative solution weakly into the positive domain
causing the reorientation transition at the driving parameter
«r. In addition to this transition, an increase in the cross-
correlation scale leads to the appearance of the positive so-
lutions according to discontinuous phase transitions which

has reentrant nature within domain bounded by both lower«c
and upper«c boundaries(see elliptic form parts of curves 2,
3 where solid and dotted lines relate tosmetadstablef17g and
unstable solutions). With subsequent growth of the cross-
correlation time above the valuetcr sthin solid curve in Fig.
1d back bifurcation occurs and temperature dependence of
the order parameter takes one-connected character. This
means that the increase of the control parameter« leads to
the smetadstable branch of positive magnitudesh initially
ssolid curved, then the unstable branchsdotted curved follows
from the point «c down to «c, and finally the negative
smetadstable state is merged. A further increase intc results
in the formation of a hysteresis loop in thehs«d dependence
where bothsmetadstable and unstable states appear to be so-
lutions of Eq.s39d ssee curves 4, 5d. Thus, one can conclude
that the reorientation phase transitions exist in systems with
cross-correlated fluctuations.

In Fig. 2, we plot a phase diagram ins« ,tcd plane to show
the influence of the noise cross-correlation scale on the bi-
furcation magnitudes of the control parameter. One can see
that negative values of the order parameterh exist for small
cross-correlation timestc in the whole« domain, denoted as
N in Fig. 2. An increase intc leads to the reorientation phase
transition where the positive solutionsh.0 appears in the
domainP. The line of such a transition is determined by the
self-consistency equations39d at conditionh=0. At a mag-
nitude t0, a doubly bounded domainR appears where a re-
entrant transition is realized. At the critical valuetcr corre-
sponding to the bifurcation curve in Fig. 1 the domainR
passes to a regionM where all stable, metastable and un-
stable phases take place. Over the critical correlation time
stc.tcrd, the dotted curve relates to the lower critical value
«c of the control parameter in Fig. 1scurve 4d.

The influence of the multiplicative noise intensitysm
2 on

the phase transition picture is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The
upper panel relates to the moderate cross-correlation timestc

FIG. 1. Dependence of the order parameterh on the control
parameter « at a=0.8, a=0, sa

2=4.84,sm
2 =0.01,tm=0.01,D

=1.0. Curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 correspond totc→0, tc=2.5, 3.0, 5.0,
10.0, respectively. The dashed curve relates to the bare dependence
h= ±Î«, dotted curves correspond to the unstable solutions.
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where an increase insm
2 transforms the two-connectedhs«d

dependence into a one-connected one varying faster. With
growth of the time scaletc, an increase in the multiplicative
noise intensity leads to the shrinking of the metastability
domainssee lower panel in Fig. 3d. Thus, we can see the dual
role of the multiplicative noise: at small intensitiessm

2 !1,
the main influence is rendered by the cross-correlations be-
tween additive and multiplicative components of the noise to
sharpen the phase transitionssee Fig. 1d; on the other hand, a
raising of the intensity of the latter component up tosm

2 ,1
smears this transition.

According to Fig. 4 only one difference between the
phase diagram in the axess« ,Dd and the situation depicted in
Fig. 2 takes place. Here, at small magnitudes of the control
parameter«, the domainP of the positive valued order pa-
rameterh.0 relates to the whole region of the coupling
parameterD.

To find relations between noise exponenta and the con-
trol parameter« we consider the phase diagram ins« ,ad
plane. It appears that for noises with weak cross-correlation
stc→0d the new phase arises only at small enough values of
a which define the power of the multiplicative noisessee
dashed curve in Fig. 5d. In other words, considering the class
of systems with both additive and multiplicative noises, one
should take into account that the ordering processes are pos-
sible in the case of weak cross-correlation only if the multi-
plicative noise has a weak power. For the systems witha
→1 the weak cross-correlation cannot induce new phase for-
mation. According to the solid-dotted curves in Fig. 5, an
increase intc leads to appearance of small valued domain of
« where the reorientation transition takes place witha
growth. In addition, domains of both positive and negative
order parameters, being reoriented, join with the metastable
phase region at small values of the indexa. However, an
increase ina leads to the reentrant phase transition for the

long range cross-correlations. At small and moderate values
of the noise exponenta the system behavior is described by
the hysteresis loop formation.

The influence of the damping exponentaÞ0 on the
breaking symmetry picture is shown in Fig. 6. It appears that
an increase ina transforms thehs«d dependence in a manner
similar to the influence of the cross-correlation timetc. In-
deed, the passage from the two-connectedhs«d dependence
related to curves 1 to one-connected curves 2, 3 can be pro-
vided with an increase of bothtc anda—quite similar to the
hs«d dependencies variation shown in Fig. 1. The conclusion
about similarity of the influences of the damping exponent
aÞ0 and the cross-correlation timetc is confirmed by the

FIG. 2. Phase diagram in thes« ,tcd plane ata=0.8, a=0, sa
2

=4.84,sm
2 =0.01,tm=0.01,D=1.0. Domains denoted asP, N, R,

andM correspond to positive and negativeh values, reentrant tran-
sition, andsmetadstable phases, respectively.

FIG. 3. The order parameterh vs the control parameter« at a
=0.8, a=0.0, D=1.0, sa

2=4.84,tm=0.01 and cross-correlation
times tc=2.5 sad and tc=5.0 sbd. Curves 1, 2 relates to the multi-
plicative noise intensitiessm

2 =0.01 andsm
2 =0.25. Points froma to

e address to corresponding curves in Fig. 10.
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phase diagram in planes« ,ad which is topologically similar
to the same in Fig. 2 at large correlation timesfsee Fig. 7sadg.
According to Fig. 7sbd decreasing the cross-correlation time
leads to the reentrant phase transitionswithin the domainRd
due to the appearance of the additional regionN related to
the negative values of the order parameter.

Finally, we set up the properties of the Langevin sources
which induce ordering processes in the system. To this end,
we plot the corresponding phase diagram instc,ad planessee
Fig. 8d. Here, the system undergoes the reorientation transi-
tion related to the transformation of the negative valued or-
der parameter into the positive one iftc increases. On the
other hand, increasing the exponenta of multiplicative noise
at small«, we can make the system undergo a chain of phase
transitions at which the parameterh changes the sign three

times as maximumfat «=6.5 andtc=2.85 for example, see
Fig. 8sadg. The physical situation becomes more simple with
an increasing of« fFig. 8sbdg.

V. DISCUSSION

To understand the main features of the system under con-
sideration we proceed from the equation of effective motion

ẋ = D1sxd + ÎD2sxdjstd s50d

related to the Fokker-Planck equations35d where white noise
jstd with propertieskjstdl=0, kjstdjs0dl=dstd is used. Within
the mean-field approach, Eq.s50d takes on the form

ḣ = kD1sxdl . −
]F

]h
, F ; dFshd − hh. s51d

Using the definitions48d for the simplest set of indexesa
=0, a=1 a thermodynamic-type potentialdFshd and a field
h are defined through the following expressions:

dFshd = −
« + «m

2
h2 +

1

4
h4, «m ; tmsm

2 , s52d

h ; tcsasm. s53d

Comparing the first of definitionss52d with the bare potential
s44d, one can see that the multiplicative noise leads to an
increase in the control parameter« due to the addition«m
whose magnitude is proportional to the noise intensitysm

2

with the coefficienttm being self-correlation time. As a re-
sult, a growth of the multiplicative noise intensity shown in
Fig. 3 causes an increase in the order parameterh at small
magnitudes of the control parameter«. A smearing of the
related dependencieshs«d at moderate values« is induced by
the effective fieldh inherent in the cross-correlation effect

FIG. 4. Phase diagram ins« ,Dd plane at a=0.8, a=0, sa
2

=4.84,sm
2 =0.01,tm=0.01,tc=2.5.

FIG. 5. Phase diagram ins« ,ad plane ata=0, sa
2=4.84,sm

2

=0.01,tm=0.01,tc=2.5, D=1.0. Dashed curve relates to the limit
tc→0.

FIG. 6. The order parameterh vs the control parameter
« at tm=0.01,sa

2=4.84,sm
2 =0.01,D=1.0, a=0.8: curve 1—a

=0.2, tc=2.5; curve 2—a=0.2, tc=5.0; curve 3—a=0.7, tc=5.0.
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fixed by the characteristic timetc and intensitiessa
2, sm

2 .
According to Eq.s51d the fieldh leads to deepening the right
minimum of the thermodynamic potentialFshd. If cross-
correlation effects are so slight that the condition

tc , C
s« + «md3/2

sasm
, C ;

2

33/2 . 0.385 s54d

is applied, the fieldh is less than a critical valuehc=Cs«
+«md3/2 and the right minimum of the thermodynamic poten-
tial Fshd has a local character. It means that the positive
order parameter appears within a two-bounded interval«c
,«,«c ssee curves 2, 3 in Fig. 1d. With strengthening cross-
correlations, when the conditionh,hc ceases to be valid, a
barrier between right and left minima disappears and a do-
main of the positive order parameter becomes bounded by

only the upper boundary«c scurves 4, 5 in Fig. 1d.
With passage to the general caseaÞ1, the thermody-

namic potential in Eqs.s51d and s52d takes on the form

F = dFshd − h sgnshduhua, s55d

dF = − S«

2
h2 +

«m

2
h2aD +

1

4
h4 s56d

that differs from the initial one by replacementh
→sgnshduhua. At aø1, this replacement leads to the more
intense variations of the thermodynamic potentialFshd
within the actual domainh,1 where the local minima can
appear. As a result, a decrease in the indexa derives to the
metastable phase — in perfect accordance with Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Phase diagrams« ,ad plane attm=0.01,sa
2=4.84,sm

2

=0.01,D=1.0, a=0.8: sad tc=5.0; sbd tc=2.5.

FIG. 8. Noise exponenta vs noise cross-correlation scaletc at
«=6.5 sad and «=15 sbd; other parameters area=0, tm=0.01,sa

2

=4.84,sm
2 =0.01,D=1.0.
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To ascertain the effect of the indexa we consider mean
field approach in the extreme casea=1, a=1. Here, the ther-
modynamic potential in the equation of motions51d takes the
form

F = F̃ 7 hh + dFshd, s57d

where

F̃ ; 50, at h ø − 1,

s« + «md/2 − 4h/3 − 1/6, ath P s− 1;1g,

− 8h/3, ath . 1,
6 s58d

the fieldh is determined by Eq.s53d and the additiondFshd
is defined by the expansion

dF ;
A

2
h2 +

B

3
h3 +

C

4
h4 +

E

5
h5 +

G

6
h6 s59d

with the following coefficients:

A ; 7 s« + «md + 2sa
2, B ; s4 ± tcdsasm,

C ; ± f1 + s« + «mdg + 2ssm
2 − sa

2d,

E ; − 4sasm, G ; 7 1 − 2sm
2 ; s60d

the upper sign in Eqs.s57d and s60d relates to the domain
hP s−1;1g and lower sign is taken out of this domain. Com-
paring these equations with the potentials52d corresponding
to the indexa=0 we find that a spatially dependent damping
coefficient s45d leads to the transformation of the second
order phase transition into the first order one, as it follows
from Figs. 6 and 7.

The form of the thermodynamic potentialF given by Eqs.
s57d–s60d is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the order pa-
rameterh. It can be seen that such a dependence has three
well pronounced minima inherent in the first order phase

transition. To pass from the Ito calculus used above to the
Stratonovich one, we have to add the term1

2D28sxd to the drift
coefficientD1sxd in Eq. s51d f4g. Then, the thermodynamic
potentialF;−eD1shddh has an additional −12D2shd which
transforms the potential given by Eqs.s57d–s60d to the form

F = F̃ − h̃h + dFshd, s61d

F̃ ; 5− sa
2/2, at h ø − 1,

s« + «m − sa
2d/2 − 4h/3 − 1/6, at h P s− 1;1g,

− 8h/3 − sa
2/2, at h . 1,

6
h̃ ; s1 ± tcdsasm,

dF ;
A

2
h2 +

B

3
h3 +

C

4
h4 +

E

5
h5 +

G

6
h6,

A ; 7 « + f4sa
2 − s1 ± tmdsm

2 g,

B ; s10 ±tcdsasm,

C ; ± s1 + «d − f4sa
2 − s6 ± tmdsm

2 g,

E ; − 9sasm, G ; 7 1 − 5sm
2 , s62d

where we take into account Eq.s49d at a=1, a=1. Compari-
son of the dependenciess57d ands61d given in Fig. 9 shows
that the Stratonovich addition promotes to strengthening of
the first order transition.

We proceed with the consideration of the form of the
probability distribution functions40d that is responsible for
the reorientation transition related to curve 1 in Fig. 3sbd. As
can be seen comparing the curvesa and e depicted in Fig.
10sad, the positive magnitudes of the order parameterh.0
is related to the distribution whose right maximum has a
larger height and is wider than the left onesand vice versa at
h,0d. A much more complicated picture takes place with
growth of the correlation timetc when strongly pronounced
maximum of the distributions40d is transformed from the
left into the right one by means of passage via the bimodal
dependencefsee curvesb , g, andd in Fig. 10sbdg.

The situation considered above corresponds to a constant
damping coefficients45d when the distributions40d has
smooth form due to the indexa=0. In the general casea
Þ0, the distributionPhsxd exhibits a pair of strong maxima
at symmetrical pointsx= ±1 ssee Fig. 11d. The analytical
form of these maxima follows from the estimations

D1sxd . 2assa ± smd2xsx2 − 1d2a−1,

D2sxd . ssa ± smd2ux2 − 1u2a s63d

that are given by the dependenciess48d and s49d near the
pointsx= ±1. As a result, we arrive to the integrable singu-
larities

FIG. 9. The form of the thermodynamic potentials given by Eqs.
s57d–s61d within the Ito scurve 1d and Stratonovichscurve 2d
interpretations.
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Phsxd .
Zh

−1

ssa ± smd2ux2 − 1ua
s64d

which have the form of the maxima shown in Fig. 11. In
contrary, near the pointx=0 one has the estimations

D1sxd . asasmtcuxua−1, D2sxd . sa
2 s65d

which lead to the expression

Phsxd .
Zh

−1

sa
2 expSsm

sa
tcuxuaD .

Zh
−1

sa
2 . s66d

Thus, the singularities of the drift coefficientD1sxd at the
point of origin has an integrable character that results in the

finite value of the probability distribution function.
Traditionally, one presents the distribution functions40d

in the Boltzmann-Gibbs exponential form

Psxd ; expH−
VEFsxd

sa
2 J s67d

where an effective potential

VEF ; − sa
2E D1sxd

D2sxd
dx+ sa

2lnD2sxd s68d

is introduced which is governed by the probability distribu-
tion in the usual mannerf1g. Usage of the definitionss48d
and s49d in the simplest casea=1, a=0 leads to explicit
form of the potentials68d:

VEF = − Hx + Vsxd, H ; Dh + stc − 2dsasm,

V ;
A
2

x2 +
B
3

x3 +
C
4

x4,

A ; sD − «d − s2 + tmdsm
2 + 2

sm

sa
sDh + tcsasmd,

B ; 2
sm

sa
fs« − Dd + s1 + tmdsm

2 g − 3Ssm

sa
D2

sDh + tcsasmd,

C ; 1 −Ssm

sa
D2

f3s« − Dd + s2 + 3tmdsm
2 g

+ 4Ssm

sa
D3

sDh + tcsasmd, s69d

where we kept only the terms up to the fourth order in the
stochastic variablex. The form of the dependences68d is
depicted in Fig. 12 for different sets of the indexesa anda.

FIG. 10. Probability distributions addressed to the different
points of the dependencehs«d related to curve 1 in Fig. 3sbd: curves
a , e in panel sad correspond to the values«=3, h=0.56 and«
=18, h=−4.18, respectively; in panelsbd the control parameter is
equal«=12 and curvesb , g , d correspond to different magnitudes
of the order parameterh=3.15,h=1.14, andh=−3.32.

FIG. 11. Probability distribution related ata=0.5,
a=0.5, «=2.
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Comparing respective curves, we conclude that the growth of
the indexa promotes a strengthening of the strong minima at
pointsh= ±1 of theVEFsxd.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have considered the effect of the ordering
of stochastic system with two correlated noises. Doing so,
we have used the model of a system with Landau-like poten-
tial V0sxd, subject to both additive and multiplicative noises
with amplitude of the latter in the form of the power-law
function uxua, aP f0,1g and affected byx-dependent damp-
ing with coefficient gsxd= ux2−1u−a , aP f0,1g. Within the
framework of both the cumulant expansion method and
mean-field theory, the stationary picture of the ordered states
is investigated in detail. We have shown that the fluctuation
cross-correlations can lead to the symmetry breaking of the
distribution function even in the case of the zero-dimensional
system. When introducing the spatial coupling, noise cross-
correlations can induce phase transitions where the order pa-
rameterh=kxl varies discontinuously or in a reentrant man-
ner. We have studied the specific intervals of the magnitudes
of system parameters where the ordered phase can be
formed. To this end, the principal phase diagrams are ob-
tained to illustrate the role of the multiplicative noise expo-
nent a, spectral characteristics of fluctuationssautocorrela-
tion time tm and cross-correlation timetcd, amplitudes of
both additivesa and multiplicativesm noises, exponenta of
the kinetic coefficientgsxd, as well as deterministic param-

eterssdimensionless temperature« and intensity of the spa-
tial couplingDd.

The picture studied above allows us to generalize the
theory of phase transitions for systems with a set of stochas-
tic forces of different nature. Based on the mean-field ap-
proach, we show that the system can be described through a
thermodynamic potentialFshd whose construction differs
principally from the bare potentialV0sxd: so, if the latter has
the simplestx4 form, the former is shown to be of theh6

form. Coefficients of related expansion are obtained to define
terms of the even powers through the dimensionless tem-
perature«, intensity of spatial couplingD, autocorrelation
time tm and intensities of both additivesa

2 and multiplicative
sm

2 noises; terms of the odd powers are defined through the
characteristicstc, sa, andsm of the noise cross-correlations,
respectively. Thus, we can conclude that the phase transition
tends to transform its character from a continuous to a dis-
continuous one due to the noise cross-correlation strengthen-
ing. This trend is displayed more strongly with the growth of
the indexa whose value determines thex dependence of the
damping coefficientgsxd. On the other hand, transition from
the Ito calculus to the Stratonovich one promotes strengthen-
ing of the discontinuous transition.

Obtained results can be applied to complex systems which
are far-off-equilibrium and hold several collective degrees of
freedom. As it is shown in the consideration of a three-
dimensional Lorentz-like system with noises being initially
additive in nature, a usage of the saving principle reduces
two of these noises to multiplicative onesf18g. The physical
reason of such a picture is hierarchical subordination of dif-
ferent degrees of freedom. According to our previous consid-
erationsf19,20g a typical example of such a type takes place
in solid state physics where a reentrant metastable phase can
appear if the matrix phase relates to random ensemble of
defects of different dimensions subject to the field of plastic
flow sdriven-dislocation-vacancy-ensembled. Here, in the
course of plastic flow different defect structures alternate ac-
cording to the picture of a first-order phase transition. More-
over, the structural reorientation transitions take place where
the sign of the order parameter is related to the resulting
direction of the Burgers vectors of dislocation cluster. One
more example of the above studied behavior is given by the
reentrant glass transition in colloid-polymer mixturesf21g.

Finally we note that all the presented results have been
derived for a system with a nonconserved order parameter.
The perspective of further exploration is to investigate the
system with a conserved order parameter.
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FIG. 12. The form of the effective potentials68d: curves 1 and 2
correspond to the casesa=1, a=0 s«=10,h=−2.8d and a=1, a
=1 s«=10,h=−4.88d, respectively.
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